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We study some parameters of relational databases (sizes of relations obtained by a join) that can be 

described by generating functions on three variables, of the kind cp(x, y, z)~. We modelize these 

parameters by suitable urn models and give conditions under which they asymptotically follow 

a gaussian distribution. 

1. Introduction 

A crucial problem in relational databases is that of query optimization, i.e. the 

choice of a strategy to compute the data required by an user. There are usually many 

ways to answer a query; a specialized module of the database system (the query 

optimizer) chooses among them according to the underlying data structures and 

system, and its global goal is generally to minimize some cost function [lo]. The 

precise definition of the cost of a query depends on the database system; most of the 

optimizers use some common parameters, such as the number of disk transfers, the 

memory used, the amount of data transferred from site to site in a distributed system. 

The size of the data, either present in the database or computed during the evaluation 

of a query, is one of these parameters [2,14]. We have chosen to study the sizes of the 

relations (i.e. structures used to store the data) obtained by the operations of the 
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relational algebra, which is a widely used high-level language for relational databases. 

We presented a model for the evaluation of these sizes under some general conditions 

in collaboration with Puech [i’, 81, and asymptotic results on projection sizes and 

some join sizes in [6]. This paper is a sequel to [6], and extends its results to several 

other cases of joins. 

Our approach for studying the effect of a relational operation on the size of a relation 

can be summarized as follows. We associate with each relation a (total) generating 

function and with each operation on relations an operator on these functions, which 

describes its effect on the sizes of relations; we obtain a multivariate generating function 

marking the sizes of the initial relation(s) and of the resulting relation, and we use this 

function to study the distribution of the size of the derived relation when the sizes of the 

initial relations are known. This has led us to study in [6] bivariate generating functions 

which have the general form cp(x, Y)~, and the limiting distributions they define for large 

d. This paper is an extension of our former results to generating functions of three 

variables @(x, y,z)= ~(x, y, z)~, when there is no easy reduction to a problem in two 

variables. As a consequence, the technics we use become rather involved, and the length 

of the proofs justifies the presentation in two separate papers. 

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of 

relations and of the operators of the relational algebra, and the way we associate 

generating functions with them. We also give there an interpretation of the sizes of the 

projections and joins in terms of urn models and occupancy problems. Section 

3 presents our results. We give general conditions under which the join size asymp- 

totically follows a normal limiting distribution. In terms of generating functions, this 

means that the probability distribution defined by the probability generating function 

f(x) = [y’z”] @(x, y, z)/[y’z”] @(l, y, z), for @(x, y, z) = cp(x, y, z)~, tends towards a nor- 

mal distribution for d+ + co, rz Ad and szBd, and when the function cp has real 

positive coefficients and belongs to some general class. The functions used for joins are 

of the kind cp(x,y,z)=~,(y)+%,(xy)(%,(z)- 1) for suitable functions A1 and A2 and of 

the kind CP(~,Y,Z)=~,,,,,~~,~X Y z . k’ k ’ We then discuss what we have obtained and 

give indications for possible extensions in Section 4. Finally, we give the proofs of our 

asymptotic theorems in Section 5. 

2. Urn models, semijoins and equijoins 

2.1. Relational databases and operations 

We present below some definitions and terminology relative to relational 

databases; we refer the reader to [13,16] for a more complete presentation. 

2.1.1. Relations 

In a relational database, data are stored in tabular structures called relations. An 

instance of a relation, or more briefly a relation, is a set of points (tuples) in 
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a multidimensional space. The coordinates of the tuples are the attributes of the 

relation; each attribute takes its values in a finite domain. We shall use the following 

notation: R [X, Y] is a relation R which has for attributes X and Y; attribute X has for 

domain D,, and dx is the size of D,, i.e. the number of distinct values that attribute 

X may take; similar conventions hold for attribute Y. 

2.1.2. Constraints on relations 

Relations usually satisfy constraints, which have their origin in the data to be 

modelled. The simpler constraints are enforced simply by a suitable choice of 

the domains of attributes. Other constraints restrict the sets of tuples that can 

be formed. We shall not study all possible cases, but restrict ourselves to relations 

either without constraint or with a key. When there is no constraint at all between 

the tuples of a set, the relation is said to be free, and there is total independence 

between the values taken by the different tuples. We may also consider relations 

where an attribute is a key: in a given instance of the relation, the value of a tuple 

on this attribute uniquely determines its value on the other attributes, for all the 

tuples of the instance. 

2.1.3. Relational algebra 

The classical operators defined on relations are the set operations (union, intersec- 

tion, difference) on two relations with the same (or compatible) attributes, the 

Cartesian product of two relations, the selection of the tuples of a relation satisfying 

some condition, the projection of a relation on an attribute or on a set of attributes, 

and the equijoin of two relations.’ For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we 

shall restrict ourselves to the case where the two relations involved in an equijoin have 

a unique common attribute. 

The projection of a relation on a set of attributes is obtained by suppressing in each 

tuple the values on the attributes which do not belong to this set, then removing the 

duplicate tuples in the resulting relation. We give in Fig. 1 an instance of a relation 

R[X, Y] and of its projection (noted xx(R)) on attribute X. 

R 

Fig. 1. Projection of relation R[X, Y] on attribute X. 

1 The relational algebra is redundant. For example, the equijoin can be defined using the Cartesian 

product, the selection and the projection. 
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The equijoin of two relations R[X, Y] and S[X, U] on their common attribute 

X has three attributes X, Y and U; it is composed of all triples (x, y, u) such that (x, y) 

belongs to R and (x, u) belongs to S. This definition is easily extended to relations with 

more than two attributes. Up to a reordering of the attributes, the equijoin is 

a symmetrical operation: the equijoin of relations R and S is equal to the equijoin of 

relations S and R. Figure 2 presents instances of two relations R[X, Y] and S[X, U] 

and of their equijoin (denoted R w S) on attribute X. 

The semijoin of two relations R [X, Y] and S[X, U] on their common attribute 

X (we use the notation RDS) does not belong to the relational algebra stricto 
sensu, but is useful enough to be often included in it. It is computed by discarding 

from relation R those tuples whose value on X does not appear in the X-column 

of relation S: R D S = ((x, y)~R/h: (x, u) S}. The semijoin is thus the composition 

of a projection and an equijoin: R[X, Y] b S[X, U] =zxy(R w S)= R w zx(S). This 

operation is not symmetrical: the semijoin of R and S is not equal to the semi- 

join of S and R (see Fig. 3 for an example; the instances of relations R and S are as 

in Fig. 2). 

We assume that the relations we consider have two (sets of) attributes. We shall 

work with a relation R[X, Y] and a relation S[X, U]. Throughout the paper, 

X denotes the join attribute; when working on a semijoin we shall consider the 

semijoin R b S of R and S, unless indicated otherwise. 

2.2. Urn models for relational operations 

The classical occupancy problem for urn models is defined as follows [ 111: Given 

d distinguishable urns, we independently throw n balls into these urns. We are 

interested in the number of empty urns or, equivalently, in the number of urns with at 

Fig. 2. Equijoin of the relations R[X, Y] and S[X, U] on attribute X. 

Fig. 3. Semijoins of R and S, and of S and R. 
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least one ball. In the most common case, the balls are equivalent, and the capacity of 

any urn is not bounded. Let N,,, be the number of ways of allocating n balls into 

exactly k urns among d (there are d-k empty urns). Classical ideas of combinatorial 

enumeration (see e.g. [9]) provide an easy way to obtain the generating function 

@(x, y), where x marks the number of urns with at least one ball, and y the number of 

balls. (The function @ can also be obtained by elementary enumeration methods, see 

[l l] for such an approach.) The balls being equivalent, the “natural” choice is for 

a function @ exponential in y: the order in which the n balls were thrown into the urns 

has no influence on the number of empty urns. However, the urns themselves are 

distinguishable and this suggests that @ should be an ordinary generating function in 

x: We thus define @(x,Y)=~“,~ N,,kxkyn/n!. 
Let cp(x, y) be the generating function describing what happens in any one urn, with 

x “marking” the event that there is at least one ball in this urn, and y counting 

the number of balls. Let vi be the number of ways of choosing i balls. The order in 

which the balls are thrown into the urn does not matter, and we have that 

cP(x2Y)= ’ +xCi+ 1 Viy’/i!. However, the i balls are indistinguishable, hence there is 

just one way to choose a given number i of balls: vi= 1. This shows that 

q(x,y)= 1 +x(ey- 1). 

The independence of the urns means that the function @(x, y) is the product of the 

d elementary generating functions cp(x, y) associated with the urns, which gives 

@(x,y)=(l +x(ey- l))d. 

Let us now compute the probability P”,~ that n balls fall into exactly k urns among the 

d possible urns. The number of ways to allocate n balls into d urns, some of which may 

be empty, is d”, and the probability that, after throwing n balls independently, exactly 

k urns among d contain at least one ball is equal to N,,,/d”. This probability can be 

recovered from the function @: 

If now the allocation of the balls into an urn is restricted in some way (urns of 

bounded capacity, distinguishable balls with probabilities, etc.), we use a function A to 

sum up this information. The generating function cp(x, y) marking the fact that the urn 

is not empty becomes q (x, y) = 1 + x(2(y) - 1). The global generating function @(x, y), 

where the variable x marks the number of urns which contain at least one ball and the 

variable y marks the total number of balls, is then 

@ky)=(l +x My)- l)Jd. (1) 

In terms of relations, a generating function of the kind (1) corresponds to the 

projection of a relation R [X, Y] on the attribute X, and the function A.(t) is associated 
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with the underlying scheme of the relation (set of constraints that each instance must 

satisfy); see [5,6] and Section 2.4 for a discussion of the relationship between the 

function 2 and the relation scheme. The variable y marks the size of the initial relation, 

and the variable x marks its projection on attribute X. 

More formally, we propose to associate an occupancy model with the projection of 

a relation R[X, Y] on the attribute X as follows. We choose as many urns (dx) as 

there are possible values for attribute X, and label each urn by a distinct value of the 

domain of X. If an instance of the relation R has n tuples, we throw it balls into the 

urns, according to a specified set of rules that differs according to the existence or 

absence of a key in relation R (see [6, pp. 225-2271 for a justification in terms of 

generating functions): 

If the relation R has for key the projection attribute X, an urn may contain at most one 
ball; if the attribute Y suppressed by the projection is key, we consider that the urns are 
of unbounded capacity, and that the balls are undistinguishable;finally, if the relation 
R is free, the balls are distinguishable, and the urns have a capacity of dy balls. 

Each ball represents a tuple (x0, y,) and goes into the urn labelled by x0. At the end of 

n trials, the number of urns with at least one ball is equal to the number of distinct 

X-values in the instance of the relation R, i.e. to the size of the projection of R on 

attribute X. 

The semijoin and equijoin sizes can likewise be expressed in the general framework 

of urn models, and the generating functions of the parameters of interest can easily be 

computed. We present below two models that can be used to describe the equijoin and 

the semijoin. 

We assume that we have two kinds of balls, say blue and red. The balls of a given 

color are thrown into d urns independently of each other and of the balls of the other 

color. After throwing specified numbers of red and blue balls, we assign a certain 

number of balls of a third color, say green, to the urns according to one of the two sets of 

rules below. The first extension of the classical model is defined as follows (see Fig. 4). 

Model A: 
l We throw into the urns a given number r of red balls and a given number s of blue 

balls. 

l For each urn containing at least one blue ball, put as many green balls as there are 

red balls. The urns without balls or with balls of only one color do not receive any 

green ball. 

l Count the total number of green balls. 

The second extension is as follows (see Fig. 5). 

Model B: 
l We throw into the urns a given number r of red balls and a given number s of blue 

balls. 

l For each urn where there are i red balls and j blue balls, put ij green balls in the urn. 

If an urn contains no balls, or balls of only one color, we put no green ball into this 

urn. 

l Count the total number of green balls. 
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Fig. 4. Model A: semijoin. 
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Fig. 5. Model B: equijoin. 
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These two urn models are easily associated with operations on relations as follows: 

Each type of balls corresponds to a relation, for example, red balls are associated 

with the relation R and blue balls with the relation S; a trial in which we throw r 

red balls corresponds to the choice of an instance of size Y for the relation R. The 

exact rules for throwing red and blue balls (capacity of urns, distinguishable 

or indistinguishable balls) depend on the relation schemes and were given formerly 

for the projection. The number of urns is equal to the size d, of the join attribute, 

and each urn is labelled by a distinct value of the domain DX. The total number of 

green balls computed in model A is the size of the semijoin of R with S (recall that 

the semijoin is not a symmetrical operation). The number of green balls computed 

in model B is the size of the equijoin of R and S. 

For the two urn models described above, and assuming undistinguishable balls and 

urns of unbounded size, the generating functions marking the initial numbers r and 

s of red and blue balls by the variables y and z, and the final number of green balls by 

the variable x, have a common form: they are equal to the dth power of a function with 

positive coefficients. We shall see in Section 2.4 that it is possible to choose the 

generating function (ordinary or exponential, counting or probability generating 

function, etc.) marking the size of the equijoin or semijoin of two relations R and 

S together with the sizes of these initial relations, in such a way that it also follows this 

common form. 

As was the case for the projection, the way we throw red balls into any given urn 

can be summed up in a generating function AR(t) = Ck uk tk. A similar function is(t) = 

C,blt’ describes the behavior of blue balls in any given urn. The generating function 

corresponding to model A (and to the semijoin size) is 

@(x, Y, 4 = (Ax (Y) + &dXY) (M4 - 1 I)“. 

To prove it, we first consider how red and blue balls can fall into a given urn: this is 

described by the product I,(y)d,( z ) ( recall that y marks the red balls and z the blue 

balls). Either there is no blue ball, which gives the term L,(y), or there is at least one 

blue ball, which corresponds to AR(y) (As(z) - l), and putting as many green balls into 

the urn as there are red balls gives /l,(xy) (n,(z)- 1). The generating function asso- 

ciated with an urn is thus AR(y) + IUR (xy) (n,(z) - l), and the expression for @ follows 

from the independence of the d urns. 

The generating function associated with model B (equijoin size) is computed in 

a similar way. Once again, we first look at the way red balls and blue balls can fall into 

any given urn: this is described by AR(y) ,I,(z)=&~~ akblykz’. The way green balls 

are then associated with this urn translates into the term Ck,lbO &blxk’ykz’, and the 

final form of @ follows immediately: 

@(x,y,z)= 
k.130 
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2.3. Models and hypotheses 

We present here the assumptions under which we shall estimate the size of the join 

of two relations of known sizes. The reader may find a more complete presentation in 

[6] and a justification in terms of relational database theory in [S, 81. 

2.3.1. Independence assumptions 

We assume that the relations satisfy some independence assumptions: 

l The coordinates of a tuple are independent; 

l The tuples of a given relation are independent as far as this is compatible with the 
constraints on the relation (free relation or relation with a key); 

l Two relations R[X, Y] and S[X, U] are independent, unless otherwise indicated (in 
Section 3.4). 

The first condition simply states that the probability distribution on the Cartesian 

product Dx x Dy is the product of the probability distributions on domains Dx and 

Dy. The second assumption means that the probability distribution on a relation R is 

proportional to the probability of each of its tuples: Prob(R)= kn,,.Prob(t), for 

a constant k independent of R, and chosen according to the underlying constraints on 

the relation. The last condition just states that the probability distribution of a couple 

(R, S) is the product of the probabilities of R and S. 

We should point out that, although the semijoin is the composition of a projection 

and an equijoin, the knowledge of the probability distributions of the sizes of the 

projection and the equijoin is not always sufficient to estimate the probability 

distribution of the semijoin: assumptions on the initial relations R and S (indepen- 

dence of tuples, distributions on attribute domains) may not be satisfied by either the 

projection U,(R) or the equijoin R w S. 

2.3.2. Probability distributions on attribute domains 
All possible values of an attribute do not always appear with the same frequency in 

a relation. We assume that we know (or can compute, at least approximately) the 

probability distribution on each attribute domain. 

We consider two kinds of distributions on a domain D of d elements according to 

whether the distribution is not too far from the uniform distribution or is strongly 

biased. Let pi,d be the probability of the ith element of D and assume that d-r + 00. We 

obtain a sequence of distributions indexed by d; the two classes (Z) (for Zipf distribu- 

tion) and (G) (for geometric distribution) are defined as follows: 

l (Z) x9= 1 p$ -+O for d+ + co. 
l (G) For each fixed i, p@ -‘pi for d+ + 00 and the {pi} define a probability 

distribution. 

The common feature of sequences of distributions in classes (Z) and (G) is the uniform 

convergence, for bounded t and large d, of the function n f= 1 (1 + pi,d t) associated with 

the probabilities of the sets of distinct items towards a function A(t); sequences of 
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probability distributions in class (Z) are simply characterized by n(t) = e’. The uniform 

distribution is a special case of class (Z): pi,d= l/d. 

We shall work throughout this paper with two initial relations R[X, Y] and 

S[X, U]. The distributions on the attributes Y and U are in class (Z) or in class (G) as 

indicated in the results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3. As for the join attribute, we shall 

assume that the probability distribution on the join attribute X is uniform. 

2.3.3. Attributes common to two relations 
The probability distribution on the domain of an attribute may be common to all 

the relations where this attribute is present, or the same attribute may have different 

distributions on different relations. The only condition is that the domain of an 

attribute is the same for all the relations where it appears, and that can easily be 

ensured. 

For example, assume that we have two relations R [X, Y] and T[ Y, U] and that the 

values that may appear in the attribute Y are, respectively, {y,, y2} for R and 

{y1,y,,y3} for T. Assume also that the two possible values of Y that may appear in 

the relation R have the same probability l/2 and that the three possible values of 

Y that may appear in the relation T have the same probability l/3. Then we define the 

domain of the attribute Y as the set of all possible values in the two relations: 

Dx = ( y,, y2, y3} and we define two probability distributions on Dy. The first distribu- 

tion, denoted by pR, is associated with R: 

The second distribution is associated with T and denoted by pT: 

In this paper, we partition the attributes of a given relation into the set of attributes on 

which it is joined to another relation and the set of attributes that are not part of the 

join. More precisely, we shall work with two relations R [X, Y] and S[X, U] to be 

joined on the (set of) attribute(s) X. Thus, an attribute common to both relations may 

appear in the sets of attributes Y and U, or be part of the equijoin or semijoin on X, 

and we may have to consider the case where this attribute has different distributions in 

R and in S. If the common attribute is not part of the join (first case), we shall define 

two probability distributions on Y and U as indicated above. The second case, where 

the common attribute is part of the join, will not really be considered here, as we 

assume that the probability distribution on X is uniform (but see [S, p. 5901 for 

a preliminary result and Section 4.2 of this paper for a possible extension). 

2.3.4. Limiting distributions 
We are interested in the conditional limiting distribution of the equijoin or semijoin 

size, when the sizes r and s of the initial relations R[X, Y] and S[X, U] and the sizes 

of the domains Dx, Dy and Du grow large. This is equivalent to studying 

the probability distribution defined by the probability generating function 
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f(x) = [y’z”] @(x, y, z)/[y’z”] @(l, y, z), where @(x, y, z) is itself a function associ- 

ated with the sizes of the initial relations R and S and of their join. Let us stress here 

that in so far as the definition of f(x) is concerned it does not matter if @ is an 

ordinary or exponential generating function in the variables y or z, or if it is a 

counting or probability generating function, for either joint or conditional pro- 

babilities. 

2.4. Generating functions 

We present here the generating functions related to different schemes of relations 

and to the (projection or) join size. Variations on relation schemes or, equivalently, 

on balls and urns in the associated models, can be captured by the use of different 

generating functions, either ordinary (for distinguishable balls) or exponential 

(for undistinguishable balls) and for joint or conditional probabilities. We refer to 

[S] for a detailed study of the way to describe a relation (i.e. the set of all the 

legal instances) by a total generating function. We give below the function A(t) 

associated with the corresponding relation scheme or urn model, then the rules for 

the choice of the multivariate function @(x, y, z) and finally the functions @ them- 

selves. Of course, the choices for the functions A and @ are correlated and both 

depend on the schemes of the relations. From an “operational” point of view, the 

rules are such that the generating function @ has the form cpd; they can also be 

justified using ideas of combinatorial enumeration, as we shall indicate below. 

2.4.1. Generating function associated with a relation or with an urn 

In the urn model associated with the relation scheme R[X, Y], the generating 

function A(t)=‘&aktk describes the way balls are thrown into an urn. It also enumer- 

ates the possible sets of tuples with a common value on attribute X which may appear 

in an instance of relation R according to their cardinality. 

l For the “classical” case (the balls are equivalent and the urns have unbounded 

capacity), the associated generating function describing what happens in an urn is 

the exponential function A(t)=e*. This corresponds to a relation R[X, Y] with 

a key on attribute Y. 

l If an urn can contain at most one ball we have A(t) = 1 + t. In terms of a relation 

R[X, Y], this corresponds to at most one tuple with a given value on the attribute 

X, i.e. this attribute is key of the relation R. 

l If the relation R[X, Y] has no key, the probability distribution on the domain of 

attribute Y has an influence on function A. When this distribution is uniform, we 

use an enumerating function and choose A(t)=(l + t)dr; otherwise, we take A(t)= 

nf_ 1 (1 +pi,d, t). The urn model we use here has dy types of balls and urns which 

can hold one ball of each type (this gives a global capacity of dy balls for each urn); 

the balls are distinguishable and each of them belongs to the ith type with 

a probability Pi,d, . 
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2.4.2. Choice of the function @ 

It has proved convenient to use the following transformation rule to get a function 

of the kind 4(x, y, z)” and to emphasize the relationship between the joins and the urn 

models presented in Section 2.2: 

If the relation R[X, Y] has for key the attribute Y, we use a generating function for 

conditional probabilities, conditioned by the size of R and exponential in the variable 

marking the size of R. Similarly, if the relation S [X, Z] has the attribute U for key, we 

use a generating function for conditional probabilities, conditioned by the size of the 

relation S and exponential in the variable marking the size of S. 

For example, if R and S have, respectively, for keys Y and U, we use the generating 

function @(x, y, z)=C,,~,~ Prob(t/r, s) x’(y’/r!) (z’/s!), w h ere Prob(t/r, s) is the probabil- 

ity that the join of R and S has size t, when the initial relations R and S have sizes r 

and s. 

This rule allowed us in [7] to write the generating function for the projection under 

the general form (1) given in Section 2.2. We shall see presently that it is also useful for 

the study of the join sizes. It can be justified intuitively as follows. When relation R has 

attribute Y for key, it has at most dr tuples. The use of a conditional probability allows 

us to “forget” this upper bound r d dy on the size r of the relation, and the division by 

r! is equivalent to assuming that all the values of the attribute Y play the same role: the 

crucial point is not the exact set of values for Y, but the fact that these values are all 

distinct. 

2.4.3. Generating functions for the joins 

The generating functions for the join sizes can be expressed in terms of the 

generating functions AR and Is describing which sets of tuples with a given value on 

the join attribute X may appear in the relations R[X, Y] and S[X, U]. In terms of the 

urn models A and B of Section 2.2, AR and & describe how red balls and blue balls are 

allocated to any given urn. 

Let us stress again that the result does not depend on our choosing an ordinary or 

exponential, counting or probability generating function: we just add a multiplicative 

factor independent of t in the term [xfyrzs] @(x, y, z), which cancels in the conditional 

probability that the join has size t, knowing the sizes r and s of the initial relations 

R and S: Prob(t/r, s) = [x’y’z’] @(x, y, z)/[y*z”] @(l, y, z). Theorem 2.1 gives the 

generating functions for the semijoin and equijoin sizes when these functions are 

chosen according to the former rules. The notations are self-explanatory: Prob(t, r, s) 

is the joint probability that the relations R and S have sizes r and s and that their join 

R w S has size t; Prob(t, r/s) is the probability that the relation R has size r and that 

the join R w S has size t, knowing that the relation S has size s, etc. 

Theorem 2.1. Let @(x, y, z) be a generating function, where the variables y and z mark 

the sizes of the initial relations R and S, and the variable x marks the size of their semijoin 

or equijoin and with the following conventions for the choice of @. 
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l If each of the two relations R and S is either free or with a key X: 

@(x, y, z) = 1 Prob(t, r, s) x’y’z’. 
1,*,s 

l If the attribute Y is key of the relation R and if fthe relation S is eitherfree or has X for 
key: 

@(x,y,z)= c Prob(t,s/r)x’$z’. 
f,l,S 

l If the relation R is free or has X for key and if the attribute U is key of the 

relation S: 

ZS 
@(x,y,z)= 1 Prob(t,r/s)x’y* F. 

i3r.s 

l If the attributes Y and U are keys, respectively, of the relations R and S: 

@(x, y,z)= C Prob(t/r,s) x’s z. 
f,l,S 

The function @ is given by Fig. 6 for a semijoin, and by Fig. 7 for an equijoin. The 
terms ak and b, in Fig. 7 are the coejicients of 3.R and A,: A,(t) =CkaO aktk and 

&(t)=C,,, bJ. 

Proof. We first “forget” some constant multiplicative factors to emphasize the 

structure of the tables. This is similar to what was done in the proof of Theorem 2 

in [6, p. 2291 and has no influence on the conditional distribution of the join size. 

The table of Fig. 6 is given in [6]. The ordinary counting generating functions for 

the equijoin are given in [S]. We then transform an ordinary counting generating 

R S Asymptotic result 

XtY xtu 
xty X-U 

xty U+X 
X-Y xtu 
X-Y X-rU 
X-Y U+X 
Y-+X xtu 
Y-+X x-ru 
Y-+X u-+x 

(n,(y)+I,(xy)Ils(z)-tl)d~ 
&(Y)+AdxY~) 

d, 

(~.R(Y)+~R(xy)leP-ll)dX 
(1 +Y +(I +xY)CM- 11) dx 

(l+y+z+xyz)dx 

(1 +y+(l +xy)[eL-l])d” 
(ey+exY[ls(z)- l])“^ 

(e’+ zexY)d” 

(ey+exY[eZ-l])d” 

Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.5 

[6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 43 

Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 

16, Theorem 3 and Corollary 21 

[6, Theorem 51 

[6, Theorem 3 and Corollary 31 

Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 

[6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 51 

Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 

Fig. 6. Generating function for the sizes of the relations R,S and of their semijoin on the attribute X: 

{(x, y) 1 (x,y)~R and 32: (x,z)~S}. 
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R S @ Asymptotic result 

XtY Xtu (C K,l ,O akblxk’ykW’ Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.9 

XtY X+U (&(y)+&(xy)) d, [6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 41 

xty 

X-Y 

X-+Y 

X-tY 

Y-X 

Y-+X 

Y-tX 

U+X 

XPU 

X-U 

U-+X 

xtu 

X-+U 

U-X 

CC k,lzo akxk’ykW 

(&(z)+Y&(xZ)P 

(1 +y+Z+Xyz)d” 

(e’ + yexr)dx 

(C k,,~O bkxkl$zf)dx 

(e’+ zexy)dx 

(C k.1 2-O 
x”‘#!$ d, 

1 

Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.8 

[6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 41 

16, Theorem 51 

[6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 51 

Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.8 

16, Theorem 4 and Corollary 51 

Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 

Fig. 7. Generating function for the sizes of the relations R,S and of their equijoin on the attribute X: 

{(x,y,z)I(x,y)ERand(x,z)&}.Thecoefficientsaand baredefined byI&)=~,,,aktkand &(t)=x,,, b[r’. 

function into an exponential probability generating function when desired; straight- 

forward computations give Fig. 7 (see again [6, proof of Theorem 21, for an example of 

such a computation). 

A consequence of Theorem 2.1 worth noticing is that, when the attribute Y (or U) is 

key of the relation R (or S), the probability distribution on the domain of this attribute 

has absolutely no influence on the size of the joins: this distribution does not appear in 

the expression of @. 

3. Asymptotic distributions 

3.1. Presentation 

In this section, we consider two initial relations R and S and their semijoin or 

equijoin on a common attribute X. The values taken by the two relations are assumed 

to be independent of each other, with the exception of Section 3.4. The relations R and 

S are each built on two attributes, R[X, Y] and S[X, U], respectively. We shall prove 

the asymptotic normality of the join size in several cases, and deduce from it that, as 

was shown in [6] for the projection, the probability distributions on the attributes 

Y and U have almost no importance. 

The notion of convergence used in this paper is that of convergence to a probability 

distribution [4, p. 2491: 

We say that a sequence of random variables (V,) converges to the probability 

distribution of a random variable U, when the sequence of distribution functions (F,,) 
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associated with the U, has for limit the distribution function F of the random variable 
U in every interval where F is continuous. 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 present two theorems (Theorems 3.1 and 3.6) relative to the 

asymptotic behavior of the urn models A and B when the parameter r, s (numbers of 

balls of each color) and d (number of urns) grow large, and when r and s are roughly 

proportional to d. In terms of conditional probabilities, these theorems give condi- 

tions ensuring that the distribution defined by [ yrzS] cpd(x, y, z)/[ y’z’] cpd(l, y, z) con- 

verges to a probability distribution when d, Y, s-+ + CO. Corollaries 3.2-3.5 and 3.7-3.9 

present applications of these theorems to join sizes. Finally, Theorem 3.10 is relative 

to an extension of model B and the corresponding result for correlated relations is 

given in Corollary 3.11. 

The use of general convergence results on urn models for estimating a join size 

deserve some attention. We shall always assume that the sizes r and s of the two 

relations to be joined and the size dx of the domain of their join attribute are large, and 

that they are approximately proportional, but we also have to be aware of some 

additional constraints. For example, when the relation R has the attribute Y for key, 

assuming that the number r of its tuples grows large requires that the size of the 

domain Dy becomes accordingly large (recall that r d d,), but the probability distribu- 

tion on the attribute Y has no influence. When a relation is free, the domain size of its 

nonjoin attribute may either be fixed or grow large; if this is the case, we assume that 

the sizes d, or dZ are independent of the size d, of the join domain and independent of 

each other if both go to infinity. 

We deduce from Theorem 2.1 that the relevant generating function @(x, y, z), where 

x marks the size of the semijoin, y the size of R and z the size of S or, equivalently, the 

generating function associated with model A of Section 2.2, has the general form 

@(x, Y, Z)‘@,(Y) + MxY)(&(z)- 1 ))dx. 

In this formula, l,(t)- 1 is the generating function associated with the couples (x, y) of 

R whose x-value is fixed; we have already seen in Section 2.4 some examples of the 

functions AR corresponding to different schemes for the relation R and we recall them 

below. 

l If R is free and the probability distribution on the attribute Y is given by {Pi,d,}, 

then iR(t)=fly_,(l +Pi,d,r). 

l When X is the key of R, then A,(t) = 1 + t. 
l If R has the attribute Y for key, we use the exponential function AR(t)=,‘. 
The function is(t) describes in a similar way the admissible sets of points in S. We 

study now what happens when dy, for example, grows large. If the relation R has the 

attribute Y for key, this has no influence on the function A,(t)=e’ (in order that the 

size of R goes to infinity, it is actually required that dy --f + co !). Similarly, if the join 

attribute X is key of the relation R, the variation of dy has no influence on the function 

;lR and on the join size. Finally, if the relation R is free, we have to extend our theorems 

to take into account the fact that the generating function AR depends on d,; we use 

a sequence of functions ,?&+. As we deal with probability distributions on the domain 
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D, which are of type either (Z) or (G), this sequence converges uniformly towards 

a function LR,m, which we shall also denote by d, in the corollaries (see Section 2.3). 

We shall assume in Theorems 3.1,3.6 and 3.10 that each of the functions JR and & is 

either equal to 1 + t or satisfies the following property (we refer to it in the sequel as 

property P), that holds for the exponential function and for functions associated with 

a free relation: 

A function i(y) satisfies property 9’ if it is entire, not a#ine, with positive coefticients, 

such that I*(O) = 1, and such that there exists no entire function A and no integer m > 2 

such that A(y) = /I (y”). 

We are now ready to classify the joins according to the initial relation schemes. The 

semijoin is not a symmetrical operation: the semijoin of R and S is not equal to the 

semijoin of S and R. Assuming that each relation may independently have no key, or 

have for key any of its two attributes, there are nine possible cases for the semijoin of 

two relations. We can associate with several of these cases a generating function 

@(x, y, z) such that at least one of the coefficients [y’] Q, or [z’] Q, is easily computed; 

such cases were studied in our former paper [6]. The remaining cases are treated in 

this paper; the spirit of the proofs is the same, but the technical difficulties due to the 

form of the function @ considerably lengthen the proof and justify a separate paper. 

We can sum up the situation for the semijoin as follows, according to the schemes 

of the relations R and S and choosing the generating function @ according to 

Theorem 2.1. 

R and S are free relations: This is treated in Corollary 3.5, which is adapted from 

Theorem 3.1. 

R is a free relation and S has X for key: The computation of [z”]@ using the 

binomial theorem is easy. This was studied in [6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 51. 

R is a free relation and S has U for key: This is treated in this paper. See 

Corollary 3.4. 

R has X for key and S is a free relation: The computation of [ yr] @ is easy; see [6, 

Theorem 3, Corollary 21. 

R and S each have X for key: The computation of [y’z”] @ poses no difficulty. Here 

again, we have a gaussian limiting theorem [6, Theorem 51. 

R has X for key and S has U for key: See [6, Theorem 3 and Corollary 33. 

R has Y for key and S is a free relation: See Corollary 3.3. 

R has Y for key and S has X for key: See [6, Corollary 5 to Theorem 41. 

R has Y for key and S has U for key: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. 

See Corollary 3.2. 

A similar classification holds for the equijoin. The generating function has the general 

form 

dx 

@(x,y,z)= c akblXk’ykz’ . 
k,lZO 

We shall take advantage of the fact that the equijoin is a symmetrical operation to 

reduce the number of cases to be studied from nine to six. Furthermore, when one of 
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the initial relations has for key the join attribute X, the equijoin actually is a semijoin. 

This leads to the following classification for equijoins: 

l R and S are free relations: This is Corollary 3.9. 

l R is a free relation and S has X for key: The size of the equijoin is equal to the size of 

the semijoin of R with S, see [6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 41. 

l R is a free relation and S has U for key: This is Corollary 3.8. 

l R and S each have X for key: The size of the equijoin is equal to the size of either the 

semijoin of S with R or R with S, see [6, Theorem 51. 

l R has X for key and S has U for key: The size of the equijoin is equal to that of the 

semijoin of S with R, see [6, Theorem 4 and Corollary 51. 

l R has Yfor key and S has U for key: See Corollary 3.7. 

3.2. Semijoin sizes 

We study in this section generating functions of the kind 

~(X,Y,Z)=(~R(Y)+~~R(xY)C~s(z)--ll)d. (2) 

Theorem 3.1 is relative to the probability distribution defined by the probability 

generating function f(x) = [ yrzs] @(x, y, z)/[ y*z’] @(l, y, z) when d-+ + co and r, s are 

proportional to d. The special cases where at least one of the functions AR(t) or i,(t) is 

equal to 1 + t were studied in [6]; this corresponds to the cases where attribute X is 

key of at least one relation. We should point out that Theorem 3.1 could be extended 

to cover these cases; however, the corresponding theorems of [6] have less restrictive 

conditions on the relation sizes than Theorem 3.1 and this justifies a separate 

statement of these theorems. 

We assume here that the functions AR and & satisfy property 9’. As a con- 

sequence, they are not affine functions, and none of the coefficients [y*] @(x, y, z) 

or [z’] @(x, y, z) can be extracted in the general case by an application of the bi- 

nomial theorem. This has some implications on the proof techniques used to study 

the limit of the distribution defined by f(x). We first give the general result 

(Theorem 3.1) for functions of the type (2), then applications relative to the distri- 

bution of the semijoin size in several cases (Corollaries 3.2-3.5). The proof of 

Theorem 3.1 is rather lengthy and we defer it until Section 5.3; we give after each 

corollary the ideas either to derive it from Theorem 3.1 or to modify the proof of 

Theorem 3.1 to obtain the desired result. 

Theorem 3.1. Let 1, and is be two functions satisfying property 9, and define @(x, y, z) 

by equation (2). Let d, r, s--r + GO in such a way that r = Ad + o(d) and s = Bd + o(d) for 

some strictly positive constants A and B. Suppose that A and B are such that the 

functions gR(y)= y&/AR(y) and gs(z)=z&/3,s(z) satisfy lim,, + m gR(y)> A and 

lim z++m gs(z)> B. Then the probability distribution defined by the generating function 

f(x)= cY'~"l~~~,Y~~~lcY'~sI~~~,Y, 1 z is asymptotically normal. The asymptotic mean 
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and variance are u = dpO and o2 = da;, where p. and o. are constants defined in terms of 
the unique real positive solutions pR and ps of equations gR (t) = A and gs(t) = B: 

~o=A(l- U&(PS))> 

In the applications of Theorem 3.1 to semijoin sizes, the limiting distributions are 

obtained for r, s, d,+ + CO; we indicate when the probability distributions on the 

attributes Y or U are also important for these distributions. In such cases, it is 

assumed that the domain sides dy and dc grow to infinity independently of each other 

and of dx. When the relation R is free and when d,-+ + m, the function AR is the limit 

of the sequence of functions AR,& (see Section 2.3); the function gR is defined accord- 

ingly as gR(t) = t/z,R/AR(t). A similar convention holds for the relation S. We also recall 

that, in Corollaries 3.2-3.5, we assume that the sizes r and s of the initial relations 

R and S satisfy r = Adx + o(d,) and s = Bdx + o(d,), where A and B are strictly positive 

constants. 

Corollary 3.2. Let R[X, Y] be a relation with key Y, and S[X, U] a relation with key 
U. Then the probability distribution of the size of the semijoin of R and S on the attribute 
X is independent of the probability distributions on the domains D, and Do of the key 
attributes Y and U; it is asymptotically normal, with asymptotic moments 

Proof. This is a simple instance of Theorem 3.1 in the case where AR(t)=&(t)=er; 
hence, gR(t)=gs(t)= t. 0 

Corollary 3.3. Let R[X, Y] be a relation with a key on the attribute Y and S[X, U] 
a free relation; the distribution on the attribute U is either in class (Z) or in class (G). 
Then the probability distribution on the attribute Y has no influence on the size of the 
semijoin. Assume that the constant B=limdx,,, + m s/dx is chosen in such a way that 

lim =_ + a, gs(z)> B. Then the probability distribution of the size of the semijoin of R and 
S is asymptotically normal, with asymptotic moments 

p=dx(l-&), 
02=dx A(A+ 1) 

UPS)- 1_ AZ 

%(Ps) 
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Proof. According to Theorem 2.1, we choose for generating functions of the sizes 

of the initial relations and their semijoin @(x, y, z) = C,,,,, p(t/r, s)x’(y’/r!)zS= 
(eP+exy(&(z)- l))d. Theorem 3.1 applies with &(t)=e’ and gR(t)=t. This gives 

a restriction on B but none on A. If d “+ + co, then we adjust the proof of Theorem 3.1 

to work with a sequence of functions indiced by the domain size 

&(t) = nf_ 1 (1 + Pi,d, t). This only requires to notice that we work in compact subsets 

of 10, + co[ or of the complex plane, and that the error terms which appear in the 

proof of Theorem 3.1 can still be chosen uniform in the necessary variables. Then the 

sequence of functions &, converges uniformly towards & and we use gs(t) = t&/&(t) 

to compute the variance of the limiting distribution. 0 

Corollary 3.4. Let R[X, Y] be a free relation and S[X, U] a relation with key U. We 
assume that the constant A = limdX ,r4 + m r/dx is such that lim,, + 3. gR(y)> A. The 

distribution on the domain of attribute Y is either in class (Z) or in class (G) and the 
distribution on the domain of attribute U has no injluence. The semijoin size of R and 
S then converges asymptotically towards a normal distribution. The asymptotic moments 
are 

eB-1 
P,&(PR+-+gi;(PR) 

Proof. This result is symmetrical to Corollary 3.3: & (t) = e’ and gs(t) = t; the constant 

A must satisfy the limiting condition lim y_ + m gR( y) > A and Theorem 3.1 applies, or 

can be adapted in the same way when dy -+ + co. 0 

Corollary 3.5. Let R[X, Y] and S[X, U] be two free relations. The constants 
A=lim d,,r-+oarldxandB=lim,x,,-+, s/dx are assumed to satisfy lim,, + a3 gR(y) > A 
and lim *+ + m gs(z) > B. The probability distributions on the attributes Y and U belong 
to classes (Z) or (G). Then the distribution of the semijoin size converges towards 
a normal distribution; the asymptotic moments are p = dx,uO and g2 = dxoi for suitable 
constants pO and CJ~. As a special case, when the distributions on both attributes Y 
and U belong to class (Z), we have that pO%(eB- l)/eB and C; =A(eB- l)/e2B 

+A’(,‘-l-B)/eZB. 

Proof. When the domain sizes dy and dv are fixed, Theorem 3.1 applies, with 

&(t)=rIyL 1(l +qj,d,t) and &(t)=& 1 (1 +d,d, t). When dy or dv grow large, we can 

adapt the proof of Theorem 3.1 to sequences of functions /ZR,dy and &d, which are 

indexed, respectively, by dy and dv and converge, respectively, towards functions EUR 

and is. If both distributions on domains Dy and Dz belong to class (Z), then 

AR(t)=&(t) =e’. 0 
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Corollaries 3.2-3.5 give the same asymptotic moments for probability distributions 

of class (Z) on attributes Y and U. The meaning in terms of relations is as follows: The 

exact distributions on the attributes Y and U have no effect on the limiting distribu- 

tion for free relations as long as they are not too far from uniform (i.e. in class Z); the 

exact relation schemes do not matter asymptotically as long as the join attribute is not 

a key of a relation. 

3.3. Equijoin sizes 

We shall assume in this part that none of the relations R or S has attribute X for 

key; this translates on the generating functions as AR(t) # 1 + t and As(t) # 1 + t. This is 

no restriction: when X is key of at least one of the initial relations, the equijoin 

actually has the same size as the semijoin of R with S or of S with R as noticed in 

Section 3.1. We first give a general theorem, namely Theorem 3.6, proved in Section 

5.4, that applies to functions of the kind 

d 
. (3) 

We recall that we have A,(y) = Ck akyk and &(z) = x1 blzf. We then present corollaries 

relative to the distribution of equijoin sizes in several cases. 

Theorem 3.6. Let AR and I., be two functions satisfying Property 9, and define @(x, y, z) 
by equation (3). Let d, r, s--t + co in such a way that r = Ad+ o(d) and s= Bd + o(d)for 
some strictly positive constants A and B such that the functions gR(y)= y2X/AR(y) and 
gs(z)=z~s/I~s(z) satisfy limy_+m gR(y)> A and lim,,,, gs(z)> B. Then the probability 
distribution defined by the generatingfunctionf(x) = [y’z”] @(x, y, z)/[y’z”] @(l, y, z) is 
asymptotically normal with moments proportional to d. The asymptotic mean is 
p = rs/d z ABd. The asymptotic variance is defined in terms of the unique real positive 
solutions pR and ps of equations gR(t)=A and gs(t)= B: 

Corollary 3.7. Let R [X, Y] and S[X, U] be two relations with keys Y and U. Then the 
probability distributions on the attributes Y and U have no infiuence on the equijoin size. 
When the sizes r and s of the initial relations satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.6, the 
size of their equijoin is asymptotically normal. Its mean and its variance are 
p = a2 = rs/dx z ABdx. 

Proof. This is simply Theorem 3.6 applied to the functions A,(t) =1,(t) =e’. The 

distributions on the key attributes Y and U do not matter when the domain sizes d, 
and dv are large enough so that r and s are of the order of dx. 0 
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Corollary 3.8. Let R[X, Y] be a free relation and S[X, U] be a relation with key U. 
Then the size of the equijoin is independent of the probability distribution on the attribute 
U. When the sizes r and s of the initial relations satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.6, 
the size of their equijoin is asymptotically normal. Its mean is p=rs/d, and its asymp- 
totic variance is o2 % spRgX( pR). 

Proof. The function /Is(t) is equal to e’ and the distribution on the domain D, has no 

influence. We adapt the proof of Theorem 3.6 to work with a sequence of functions 

2 R.d, as indicated in the proof of Corollary 3.3. The equijoin being a symmetrical 

operation, a similar corollary exists when Y is key of R and S is a free relation. 0 

Corollary 3.9. Let R[X, Y] and S[X, U] be two free relations. When their sizes r and 
s satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.6, the size of their equijoin is asymptotically 
normal. The asymptotic mean is p=rsldx and the asymptotic variance is o2 =o$dx for 
a suitable constant oO>O. Furthermore, when the probability distributions on the 
domains of attributes Y and U are both in class (Z), the asymptotic variance is ABdx. 

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.6 when the domain sizes dy and dv are fixed, or extend its 

proof as indicated above when dy, dv+ + a. 0 

3.4. Correlated relations 

We study in this section the special case where the relations R and S to be joined are 

projections of an initial relation r[X, Y, U]. This means that the projections of R and 

S on their common attribute X are equal. This assumption has no interest for the 

semijoin: it simply means that the semijoin of R and S is always equal to R. 
When the distribution on the attribute X is uniform, the generating function 

marking the sizes of the initial relations and of their equijoin is 

dx 

l+ 1 akblxk’ykz’ . 

k,l> 1 

(4) 

As in equation (3), the coefficients ak and br define the functions AR and 2s associated 

with the sets of tuples having a fixed value on the attribute X: ak=[yk]iR(y) and 

b, = [z’] n,(z). 
The proof of equation (4) is in the same vein as that of formula (3) for independent 

relations. We first associate an urn model with the equijoin of the relations R and S. 

This model differs from model B only in the way to throw red and blue balls: at the 

end of the first phase, there is no urn with balls of only one color; each urn is either 

empty or contains at least one ball of each color. This comes from the fact that 

n,(R) = xx(S): a possible value for the attribute X appears in both relations or not at 

all. We compute the generating function describing what can happen in any one urn, 

then take a sequence of d urns. Due to the fact that each urn is either empty or 

contains balls of the two initial colors (tuples of both initial relations), the generating 
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function associated with an urn and marking the numbers of balls of each color is 

simply 1 +I k,13 1 akblxk’ykz’; the final form (4) comes from the sequence of dx urns. 

When the relation R, for example, has the attribute X for key, the equijoin size 

JR w SI has the same size as the relation S. This can easily be verified on the function 

@: E,,(t)=l+t, which gives ~=a,=1 and ai=0 for i>l; hence, @(x,y,z)= 

(l+c IB1 b[x’yz’)d”=(l +y(&(xz)- 1))d”. 

We give Theorem 3.10 for functions of the form (4). As an application, Corollary 

3.11 shows that the size of the equijoin of two relations obtained by projections of an 

initial relation is once again asymptotically normal under suitable conditions. Actu- 

ally, the important condition is not the existence of a common relation Z’[X, Y, U] 

whose projections are joined, but the special form of the generating function of the 

sizes, by the assumption that xX(R) = nx(S) for all admissible couples (R, S). 

Theorem 3.10. Let A,(t) = xk ak tk and As(t) = C I bl t’ be two functions satisfying property 
9 and dejine @(x, y, z) = (1 +x k,l> 1 akblXk’ykz’)d. Let d, r, s+ + co in such a way that 
Y= Ad+ o(d) and s= Bd+o(d), for some strictly positive constants A and B. Suppose 
that A and B are such that the functions gR(y) = y,IX/i,(y) and gs(z) = z&/&(z) satisfy 
lim y++mgR(y)>Aandlim Z_ + m gs(z) > B. Then the probability distribution dejined by 
the generatingfunctionf(x) = [y’z”] @(x, y, z)/[y*z”] @(l, y, z) is asymptotically normal. 
The asymptotic mean and variance are p=dpO and c2 =doi for suitable constants p0 
and o. . 

Corollary 3.11. Let R and S be two relations with a common attribute X, such that, for every 
instance of the couple (R, S’), we have n,(R) = nx(S). We assume that the sizes r and s of the 
two relations satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.10 and that none of the relations R or S has 
the attribute X for key. Then the probability distribution of the size of the equijoin of R and 
S on their common attribute X, conditioned by the sizes of the initial relations, is asymp- 
totically normal when dx, r,s-+ + co, with mean and variance proportional to dx. 

Proof. Corollary 3.11 is a straightforward application of Theorem 3.10 when the 

relations R and S have for keys, respectively, the attribute Y and the attribute U. 

When the relation R is free and the relation S has the attribute U for key, Theorem 

3.10 applies without modification if the size dy of the nonjoin attribute is fixed. If dy 
also grows to infinity, we extend the proof of Theorem 3.10 in the usual way. The cases 

where the relation S is free are similar. 0 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

4.1. Summary of our results 

We have associated a class of generating functions with each operator of the 

relational algebra whose effect on the relation sizes is not trivial: the projection, the 
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semijoin or the equijoin. The effect of the other operators of the relational algebra on 

the relation sizes is straightforward: the size of the Cartesian product R x S is equal to 

the product of the sizes of R and S; the intersection RnS is closely related to the join of 

two relations that have the join attribute X for key and has the same size; the size of 

a relation obtained by a set operation can be deduced from the sizes of the initial 

relations and from the size of the relation obtained by any other set operation; the 

selection of the tuples of a relation R satisfying a boolean condition C can be seen as 

the intersection of R and of the set S of all tuples satisfying the condition C (of course, 

we still have to compute the size of S . ..). 

We have related the projection sizes and join sizes to a well-known probabilistic 

problem, i.e. an urn model, or to extensions of it. We have then proved that the size of 

a relation obtained by a projection or a join often follows asymptotically a normal 

distribution. Our results are in the spirit of asymptotic studies of the “classical” 

occupancy problem in urn models [ll, 121. 

Query optimizers often use very crude assumptions; for example, in System R, the 

size of a relation obtained by selecting the tuples satisfying same condition is assumed 

to be a constant fraction of the size of the initial relation. As for the join size, most of 

the studies on the subject limit themselves to the average size (see e.g. [15]). The 

present paper proves mathematically that, under a wide range of conditions, the 

distribution of the join size is “almost” normally distributed, with a rather small 

variance. As a consequence, there are few deviations from the mean value and it is 

often enough for practical purposes to use only this average relation size. We have 

also studied the distributions on the non-join attributes: either they have no injuence 

on the asymptotic result or they influence only slightly the average value and variance of 

the limiting distribution, without changing the type of this distribution, which remains 

gaussian. 

The single most important assumption required to have a normal limiting distribu- 

tion may well be the independence of the urns, or equivalently, of the sets of tuples 

having a common value on the join attribute. From a mathematical point of view, this 

means that the generating functions we use are products (or powers) of simpler 

functions. 

4.2. Possible extensions 

The work presented in this paper can be extended to allow weaker assumptions 

on the database model. An obvious extension would be to allow for a nonuni- 

form distribution on the join attribute X. This corresponds to using a different 

function cpi for each value of the domain DX and can be simply modelized. 

For instance, the general form of the function describing the sizes of two relations 

and of their equijoin is, in the case of a uniform distribution on the join 

attribute, 

@(x, Y, 4 = MY) + MXY)MZ) - l)ldx 
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(see Fig. 6). If the distribution on the join attribute is given by {pi, 1 Q i < d,}, then 

the function associated with the sizes of the initial relations and of their join 

becomes 

@(x,Y,z)= fj (~R(PiY)+~R(PixY)(~s(piz)- l)). 
i=l 

In the same vein if the distributions on the domain of the join attribute X are 

different for the two relations R and S, a slight modification of the generating 

function can take care of it. Again this means working with a generating function 

nf=, Cpi instead of ‘pd. Finally, if the attributes of a relation are not independent 

(we recall again that the existence of a key is not contradictory with the indepen- 

dence of attributes), some relationship can still be captured by a suitable generating 

function. For instance, consider a relation R such that the set of values of the attri- 

bute Y associated with a given value of the attribute X, or with a given urn, differs 

according to the urn; then we shall use a different function A,(t) to describe what 

may happen in each urn. This amounts once more to using a generating function 

of the kind nf=, ‘pi instead of ‘pd. 

From a mathematical point of view, these extensions all have in common the fact 

that they deal with a product of functions, whose number of terms grows large, instead 

of a “large” power of a function. Another, probably simpler, extension might be to 

extend the range of applicability of our results to allow for a nonproportional growth 

of the sizes of the initial relations and the domain size (r, s and dx in this paper). By 

analogy with the classical urn model (see [ll, Ch. 6]), and using recent results on 

asymptotic distributions [3], it should be possible to obtain results of asymptotic 

normality. 

5. Proofs of theorems 

5.1. Notations and preliminary results 

Our assumptions for all the theorems in this section are as follows: r = Ad + o(d) and 

s = Bd + o(d), with A and B strictly positive constants. The functions @ that we shall 

study are defined from two initial functions EUR or & (both satisfying property 9) 

by one of the equations (2), (3) or (4). We define gR(y)=y&(y)/&(y) and gS(z)= 

z&(z)/&(z). We recall here some properties that we shall need to prove our theorems 

(see [6] for the proofs2): 

Lemma 5.1. Let A(y) be a function satisfying property P and define g(y) = yn’(y)/n(y). 
Then g is increasing on the interval [0, + CC [. 

2 Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 are, respectively, Lemma A and Lemma C in [6]. 
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We use Lemma 5.1 as follows: As g(0) = 0 and as g is increasing on [0, + cc [, the 

equation g(y) = A has at most one unique real positive solution p0 when A is a positive 

real number; this solution exists if and only if 

lim g(y)>A. 
y-rtao 

Lemma 5.2. Let A be a function satisfying property 9 and let c(E]O,K[. Let y vary in 
a compact subset of ] 0, + cc [. Then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of c1 such 
that, for all 6 satisfying r~ < ) 01 < TC, and for all y in the compact subset, the following 
bound holds: 

lA(ye”)[<;l(y)(l-Ccc*). 

5.2. Sketch of the proofs 

We present here the general method that we shall use for proving Theorems 3.1,3.6 

and 3.10; the detailed proofs will be found in Sections 5.3-5.5. We study the condi- 

tional probability distribution defined from a function @(x, y, z) = cpd(x, y, z) by the 

generating function f (x) = [y’z”] @(x, y, z)/[y’z”] @( 1, y, z), when Y, s, d+ + 00. We first 

evaluate $(x) = [y’z”] @(x, y, z) for x real in 10, l[ and close to 1. In the cases we study 

here, $(x) cannot be computed by applying the binomial theorem and we have to 

apply Cauchy’s formula twice (see e.g. [l, pp. 135-1371). To this effect, we first 

consider @ as an analytic function of Y; the variables x and z are then parameters. We 

apply Cauchy’s formula to obtain [y’] @(x, y, z) 

1 
CY’I @(x>Y~z)=~ 

P 

dY 
@(x,x 4 ~ 

Y 
r+1. 

This function is again an analytic function of the variable z, with parameter x and 

Cauchy’s formula applied once more gives 

1 
rc/ (x)=(2i?l)2 

dy dz 
@(X,YJ)xpTp 

Y 

with integration paths around the origin. As the function Q, is analytic and has an 

infinite radius of convergence separately in y and in z,~ we choose for integration path 

in each case a circle passing through a saddle point: It is centered at the origin, and 

its radius is defined by an equation of the kind h;=O or h: =O, with h(x, y, z)= 
log@(x,y,z)-(r+l)logy-(s+l)logz. 

Once we have an approximation of $(x) for x-1 -, we show the pointwise 

convergence towards ef2’* of the normalized Laplace transform etaiaf(e-‘I”)= 

e’P’“$(e-riu)/tj(l), f or suitably chosen values of ,U and u and for any fixed t in the 

3 This may not be true for all values of x in Theorems 3.6 and 3.10; however, this holds for ~~10, 11, which 

is the range we are interested in. 
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interval [O,+ co[. We then conclude the convergence of the probability distribution 

defined byf(x) towards a normal distribution of mean p and variance cr2. 

This type of proof comprises two parts: approximation of a probability generating 

functionf(x) by analytical techniques, and then the application of a limiting theorem 

from general probability theory. It was already used in [6]. However, the first part was 

simpler due to the fact that at least one of the coefficients [ y'] @ or [z’] @ that appear 

in the computation off(x) could easily be obtained and thatf(x) was then approxim- 

ated with just one application of Cauchy’s formula. 

5.3. Semijoin sizes and Theorem 3.1 

We recall that the generating function @(x, y, z) is 

~(X,Y,Z)=(~R(Y)+~R(xY)(~s(z)--l))d, 

with x marking the semijoin size, y the size of the relation R and z the size of the 

relation S. We want to compute an approximation of 

with 

h(x,y,z)=dlog[~,(y)+~~~(xy)(3~s(z)-1)1-(~+l)logy-(s+1)logz 

and for x real and close to 1. We shall use the following identity on the function h to 

simplify some computations: 

5.3.1. Choice of integration paths 

The integration contours in equation (5) are closed curves around the origin; we choose 

two circles centered at the origin and with respective radii y(x) and z(x) defined by 

dh 
~(x,Y,z)=o. 

We shall first solve this system for x = 1, then get an approximate solution for x = 1 + E. 

For x=1, h(l,y,z)={dlog~,(y)-(r+l)logy}+(dlogls(z)-(s+l)logz}, and the 

system defining y(l) and z(1) can be rewritten to obtain one equation in y and one 

equation in z: 

XR r+l 
L’+) (=gR(Y))=d> 

R 

s+l 
z:(z) (=gs(z))=d. 

s 
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The terms (r + 1)/d and (s + 1)/d have A and B for limits when d, I, s+ + co. By Lemma 

5.1, equations (6) and (7) have unique real positive solutions if and only if 

lim gR(y) > 4 (8) 
y-fm 

lim g,(z)>& (9) 
2++30 

We now assume that these conditions are satisfied. Let (pR, ps) be the unique solution 

of the system (6) (7) among real positive numbers. Although the terms pR and 

ps depend on r, s and d, they can be restricted to compact neighborhoods in ] 0, + cc [, 

respectively, of gR ‘(A) and of g; r(B). For x = 1 + E, we solve the initial system, which 

we first rewrite as 

y nX(Y)+xiX(xY)(~~s(z)- 1) 
&(y)+ &(xy)(&(z) - 1) = gR(PR), 

AR(xY)'%(z) 

' iR(y)+AR(xy)(&(z)- l)‘gs(Ps)’ 

We look for approximate solutions of the kind y(x) = PR( 1 + u) and z(x) = ps( I+ u). 

The functions AR, &,& and A$ can be expanded near the points PR and ps. For 

example, 

with an error term uniform in r,s and d: O((Y-~~)~ 112;; II)=O((y-P,)~). This gives 

the approximate system 

Gd E+U+O(&2)+O(02)+O(UU)+O(&U)=0, 

gR~pR)gs(ps)c+psg$(ps)u+o(~2)+o(~2)+O(U2)+O(UU)+O(EU)=O. 
M PSI 

Solving, we get 

v= --al&+O(&2), 

u= -C12&+O(&2). 

The coefficients c(~ and tx2 are strictly positive: 

(10) 

(11) 

ar=l- 
1 

Us) ' 

@2=gR(PR) 
MPS) 

si(Ps)mPs)~ 
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We give here the values of some derivatives of h at the point (1, pR, ps) that we shall 

need below: 

Ul, PR, PS)=&R(PR) yp(?, l . 
s 

The functions h;, h: and Z$‘= are equal to 0 at the point (1, pR, pS); other derivatives of 

second order of h are 

&(l,pR,pS)=d 
MPs)- 1 

UPS) 
PR&(PR)-YR(PR)+~)~ 

"S s 

&(PR) 
h;z(l,pR,pS)=~- 

PR ' 

sk( PSI 
&(1,pR,pS)=d---, 

Ps 

h:‘Y(l,pR,pS)=dgk(pR)(l - 1/&(PS)), 

h:z(l> PR, pS)=dgR(pR) $ (hd 

Near the point (1, pR,ps) we also have 11 h”‘/I =0(d). 

5.3.2. Evaluation of t+b(x) 

We recall that 

1 
1(x)=(*i~)2 eW.yAdydz. 

The integration paths are two circles y =y(x)e” and z=z(x)ei’, centered at the origin 

and whose radii were determined in Section 5.3.1: for x = 1 +E, we take y(x)= 

pR(l+~)=pR(l-~r~+0(~~)) and z(x)=ps(l+u)=ps(l-~s+O(c’)). We choose 

here x fixed near 1, real and smaller than 1. This fixes y(x) and z(x) near pR and ps. Let 

~10, x/2[; we divide the integral giving e(x) in two parts: $(x)=Zr +I*, with 

I, corresponding to the integral on Q =] -a, + CX[’ and Z2 to the complementary part 

C--n, +rr12\&. We can approximate II and show that Z2 is exponentially negligible 

for a suitable choice of ~1. 

Approximation ofZl. II is obtained by integration on arcs y=y(x)e” and z=z(x)e” 

for (8(,Irl<~ 

1 

I1 = (2il-r)’ s 
ehkY.z) dydz, 

F 

ehky(xLz(x)) 

= (2irr)’ s eh(x,y(x)e’“,z(x)e’T)~h(x,y(x),z(x))dydz. 

G 
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For y near y(x) and z near z(x) and as 11 h”’ /I = O(d) in 6, we have 

h(x,y,z)=h(x,Y(x),z(x))+(Y-y(x))h;+(z-z(x))h:+~(Y-Y(x))2hl’~ 

+f(Z-Z(X))~h~~+(y-yy(X))(Z-z(X))h~~ 

+O(d(Y-Y(x))3)+O(d(z-z(x))3). 

The derivatives of h in this formula are taken at the point (x, y(x), z(x)). We recall that, 

by definition of y(x) and z(x), we have h;(x, y(x), z(x)) = h:(x, y(x), z(x)) = 0. 

any one of the derivatives of second order: 

Let hi be 

As h$(l, pR, ps) and h$( 1, pR, ps) are both strictly positive, so are hJ~(x, y(x), z(x)) and 

I~~~(x,y(x),z(x)) for x close to 1. We have 

1, =eh(X,Y(x),Z(x))/(2i~)2 s exp(i(y-y(x))2h;‘z+f(z-z(x))2h:2 
8 

withanerrorterm6(8,z)=O(d83)+O(d~3).Ontheset6=]--,+a[2,6(8,z)hasan 

upper bound ~?(a, a) = 0(da3) that is independent of the integrand. Define 

Z; = exp(3(y-y(x))2h~*+:(z-z(x))2h~z+(y-y(x))(z-z(x))h~=)dydz. 
s 8 

We have II =(e h(x*y(x),z(x))/(2i~)2) (1 + 6(a, CZ)) Z; and the integral 1; can be computed 

approximately. 

To simplify the notations, let us write y, and z0 for y(x) and z(x) in the next 

paragraphs. We change the two integration paths as follows: The integration path 

{lel<a} becomes y1,yuy~,yuy2,y, with ~l,y=(y,(l-u)-iy,sina, Odu<l-coscc}, 

Y;,y={yO(l--)+iy,sina, OQv< 1 -coscC} and y2,y={h+ih~, -sinad 

u< + sin CY.}. The integration path for T is modified in a similar way and becomes 

yl,Zuy~,Zuy2,Z (just substitute z. for yo). We divide the integral 1; into nine parts and 

show that each one of them can be neglected, with the exception of the integral on 

Y2,y x Y2,z. 

l On Y~,~xY~,~: y=y,(l-v)-iy,sina and z=z,(l-t)-iz,sincc, with U,~E 

[0, 1 - cos a]. We seek an upper bound on the integral 

YOZO s exp 
to, 1 - cosa1* ( $(c+isinn)” h~~+$(t+isinc~)~h~~ 

+yozo(v+isina)(t+isina)h~Z dvdt. 
> 
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Its modulus is bounded by 

s (i 
2 2 

YOZO exp % 
[O, 1 -cosa]2 

F(r+isinr)2 k;Z+F(r+isina)2k$ 

+yozo(u+isincc)(t+isina)k~Z 
1) 

dvdt. 

The derivatives of k are real and positive at point (x, y,, zo) and we have for upper 

bound 

YOZO J exp($(y,2k;12(u2-sin2a)+2yozok~,(ut-sin2x) 
to, 1 -cosa]2 

+zik$(t2 -sin2 cr)))dodt. 

Now v2 -sin2 cx < 2 cos CI (cos a - 1) < - a2/2; a similar upper bound holds for the 

terms in t2 and ut. The integral has for upper bound yozo(l -cos a)2e-a2Ci4, with 

a factor C = yz k;‘, + 2yozo k$ + zi k$ that is of order d: C=4dC,(l+o(l)) 

for a constant Co >O. As y, and z. are in a compact sub- 

set of 10, + co[ when x is close to 1, the integral on yl,y x y;,= is finally 

0(~4e-Coda2). 

On Y 1,y x Y2,ZY y=yo(l--)-iy,sina and z=zo+izot, with v~[O,l-cosa] and 

tE[-sina, +sincl]. The integral is then 

Again its modulus is bounded by 

2 

exp z (v2 -sin2 a)k$+yozotk~Zsina-$ t2 k$ dvdt. 

The exponent ( yi /2)(v2 - sin2 a) k$ + y. z. tkiZ sin cI - (z,2/2) t2 k$ is bounded for 

UECO, l-coscr] and te[-sina, +sincc] by (-(yo’/4)kl;+yozok;Z)cc2. The modulus 
of the integral is then less than 2y,z,(l -co~a)sinae-(Y~~~~/~-Yo~O~~~)~~. We next 

take advantage of the fact that k$ is of order exactly d, while k& is o(d), and we 

deduce from it that the integral on yl,y x y2,= is 0(~3e-c1da2) for some constant 

ci >o. 

By symmetry, the integrals on yl,y x y;,,,y;,, x yi,= and y;,, x Y;,~ are 0(a4ePCoda2) 

and the integrals on y2,y x ~i,~, y;,, x y2,= and y2,y x y;,, are 0(~3e-C1da2). 
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l On 72,yxy2,z: Y=_h+iyou and z=zO+izOt, with (~1, )tldsincc. We have to 
compute the integral 

-YoZo s exp( -i (v2y~h;‘z+2utyozoh~~+t2z~h~l)) dudt. 
[-sina, +sina]* 

A resealing of the variables v H y, v and t H z. t gives a simpler form 

exp(-f (v”h$+2~th;~+ t2&))dvdt. 

We now have to compute an integral of the type 

J(a, b, c) = 
s 

exp( -3 (au’ + 2bvt + ct2)) dvdt 
[-yosina,+yosina]x[-zosina,+zosina] 

for real positive a and c and real b; the integral on y2,y x y2,= is -J(h$, I$, I$). We 

first integrate with respect to t: 

s +zosina 

exp( - i (au2 + 2bvt + ct2)) dt 
-zosina 

The substitution of u = ,,& (t - bv/c) for the integration variable allows us to compute 

this last integral 

+cO 
e - (UZ/2) du 

-0Z 

+0 (exp( -I(,,sina+F)‘)) 

+0 (exp( -i(z,sinu-F>‘))). 

As (u( is bounded by y, sin IX, the order of the error terms is 

O(exp( -:c sin2 cl(zo- yob/c)2)=O(exp(-_ c(zo- yob/c)2a2)), and the integral of 

e -U2’2 extended to the real axis is equal to a. This finally gives for the integral in t: 
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& (1 + O(exp( -$c(zO -yOb/c)‘))). We plug this value into the global integral 

.!(a, b, c) and we now have 

s +yosina 
X exp( - (ac - b2) v2/2c) do. 

-yosina 

Now 

s ‘yosinoe-ku’:zdv=(l~~) ([‘” e-V2i2 dv+O(exp(-(k/Z)ylsin’a))) 
-yosina -n 

=a(l+O(exp(-(k/2)y$sin2cr))). 

We choose k=(ac- b2)/c; this gives an approximation of J(a, b,c) for ac# b2: 

J(u,b,4=Js (1 +O(exp( -i sin2.(z,-y, i)‘)) 

+O(exp( -iy$j sin2a))). 

We now apply this formula to the integral - J(hJa, hi=, hi2): h$ and h$ are of order 

O(d) and hi= is of order O(d(x- l))=o(d); furthermore, the terms y. and z. are of 

order O(1). We can thus find a strictly positive constant C2 such that the integral on 

Y2,Y x Y2.z is equal to - (2rc)/J&Z7 (1 + O(e -C2dn2)). 

Summing up, we get 

1; = -27c/dR(l +O(e-C2d”‘)+O(dct3e-C1d”2)+O(d~4e-Cod”’)). 

Putting all together, we obtain 

II = 2,:??$$ (1 +O(e-C2db2)+O(dcr3e-C’d”‘) 

Upper bound on Z2. I, is the integral of eh@,y,‘) on the set [ -rt, +rr]‘\d: 

1 

12=(2i7r)2 s s eh(x.~.z) dydz 

(12) 

eh(x,~W z(x)) 

= (2i7t)2 
exp(h(x,y(x)eie,z(x)eir)-h(x,y(x),z(x))) dydz. 
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Define k,(8, r)= &(y(x)eie) + &(xy(x)e”) [&(z(x)e”) - 11; we have 

I 
2 

= _y(x)z(x)eh(x,Y(X),2(X)) 
4n2 SJ_,..,,2,8 (Ey e-icre+sr’ dddz. 

We want to find an upper bound on lk,(d, z)/k,(O,O)l on the set [ -7c, +rc12\6; this 

bound should not depend on x. Lemma 5.2 gives 

I~,(y(x)eie)l~~R(~(x))(l--C;a2), 

with C; > 0 and independent of x for 18 13 a. The term 1 ,I,(xy (x)e”) 1 2 satisfies a similar 

inequality, with a constant C; independent of x and strictly positive: 

In,(~y(x)e’“)ld~~(xy(x)) (1 -CYct2). 

l For JBl3c(, we have 

As the function & has real positive coefficients and n,(z) - 1 = E&(z) - n,(O) 3 0 for 

real positive z, I &(z(x)e”) - 1 I is bounded by & (z(x)) - 1 for all t. This gives 

We can assume that x is restricted to a compact subset around 1; the terms &(y(x)) 

and &(xy(x)) are then in a compact neighborhood of &(pR), which is strictly 

positive: AR has positive coefficients and PR is a positive real number. This means 

that the sum C;~R(y(x))+C;‘lR(~y(x))(&(z(x))- 1) can be bounded away from 

0 independently of x. Hence, there exists a constant C; > 0 such that for any 18 I 2 CI 

and without restriction on r; 

Ik,(~,z)l~k,(0,0)(1-C;a2). (13) 

l To get an upper bound on I 712 c(, we have to extend Lemma 5.2 to the function 

z I+ 3.,(z) - 1 (this requires that n,(t) # 1 + t): 

I&(z(x)eir)- ll<(&(z(x))- l)(l -C;‘a2). 

We then show likewise that, for I T) 2 cc, and for any 8, 

Ik,(~,r)lg~.~(Y(x))+~~(xy(x))(~s(z(x))-l)(l-C;’a~), 

from which we deduce as above that 

Ik@,s)I~k,(0,0)(1 -C$cc’) 

for a constant C; > 0. 

(14) 

Let us define C3 = inf(C;, Cl); C3 is strictly positive. The inequalities (13) and (14) 

show that, for any couple (0, r) of C-x, + xl2 \ &, we have 

lk(& z)l <k,(O, O)(l - C3a2). 
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We get 

yW(4e h(x,y(x),z(x)) 

lIzI< 
4X2 ss 

(1 -C3c?)dd0dr 
[-77, +n12\1 

Taking the main term of I1 out of this approximation (cf. (12)), we get 

(15) 

Choice of c(. We now choose CI in such a way that the error terms in approximations 

(12) and (15) can be neglected. This is the case when CY depends on d in such a way that 

the following conditions hold for d-+ + co: 

da2 
-+ + 00, dc2-4. 
log d 

For example, choose a =(log d)/$, we get 

*(x)= 
eW,~W,zW) 

(1+0(l)). (16) 

5.3.3. Convergence of the Laplace transform towards etzi2 

We show here that the normalized Laplace transform e’fi’“$(e--t/“)/$(l) converges 

towards e”‘* when d+ + co and for any t real positive. We have proved that the 

approximation (16) holds with y(x) and z(x), respectively, equal to the saddle points 

pR(l +u) and pS(l +u) and with values of h and its derivatives taken at point 

(x, Y(X), z(4). Define 

Define also ~(x)=(h;l~h$-h$!)(x,y(x),z(x)) and dh(x)=h(x,y(x),z(x))-h(l, PR,PS). 
The approximation (16) gives for x =e -riu: 

K(e ) 
-t/o 

E(t)=tp/o+Ah(e-“‘)-ilogT+o(l). 

We first study the term log rc(e -““)/lc(l). In a neighborhood of 1, K(X)= I+ 

O((x- l)I/K’l/), K is of order O(d), and ~‘=0(d). We have K(x)/K(I)=~+O(X-1), 

and the logarithm reduces to an error term: log K(x)/K(~) = 0(x - 1). We next given an 
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expansion of h(x, y,z). The derivatives are at point (l,p,,p,); we recall that 

&(l,p,,p,)=O and that, by choice of PR and ps, hl(l,p,,~~)=h:(l,p,,p,)=O: 

h(x,y,z)=h(l,p,,ps)+(x-l)h:+3(x-l)2h:’*+)(y-p,)2h;‘~ 

+~(z-~~)2h;2+(x-l)(y-~R)h~Y+(x-l)(z-~&!z 

+O(d(x- l)3)+O(d(y-pR)3)+O(d(z--s)3). 

We substitute y(x) = PR( 1 + V) to y and z(x) = pS( 1 + u) to z; u and u are defined from 

x-l by the formulae (10) and (11). For C=h:2_2PRalh~~-2ps~2h:,+ 

p~ol:h$+p~c$h$, we get 

dh(x)=h:(x- l)+i C(x- 1)2+O(d(x- 1)3). 

These approximations of log(K(x)/K(l)) and of A h(x) show that 

which is 

E(t)=(p-h:);+(h:+c)$+o d +o 1 +0(l). 
(A 0 

Define p = h: and o2 = h: + C. We easily check that 

p=Ad(l-&)> 

In these formulae, PR and ps are the solutions of the equations gR(PR)=(Y+ 1)/d and 

gs(ps) = (s + 1)/d; we can substitute the solutions of the limiting equations gR( y) = A 
and gs(z)=B for them, without changing the asymptotic order of the mean and 

variance: p = dp,, and g2 = da:, with cl,, and co strictly positive constants. The error 

terms are O(l/$) and we get 

E(t)=; P+o(l). 

5.4. Equijoin sizes: Theorem 3.6 

The generating function associated with the equijoin has the general form 

/ \d 

@(x,y,z)= , 
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with coefficients uk= [t”]ll,(t) and bl= [t’]&(t). The coefficient of yrzS in @ can be 

computed with two applications of Cauchy’s formula 

1 
$(x) = CY’Z”1 @(x3 Y, a) = (.&r)2 

ss 
eW,~.4 dy dz, 

with 

h(x,y,z)=dbg -(r+l)logy-(s+l)logz 
k,l>O 

and where we integrate on circles around the origin. The function @(x,y,z) is not 

defined for all values of x, y and z. However, we shall work with x real in 10, 11; in this 

domain, I@(x?Y,z)I<ck,130 akbllY(klzlf’lR(IYI)~~(lzl). Furthermore, the functions 

AR and As are entire by the property 9, so the function @ is well defined for all couples 

(y, z) and for x real in 10, 11. 

5.4.1. Determination of the integration paths 

The saddle points for x= 1 are defined by the same equations as in the case of the 

semijoin: 

&7(y)=(r+ 1)/d, 

ss(z) = (s + 1)/d. 

We can solve these equations as soon as the usual limiting conditions (8) and (9) 

are satisfied. Let pR and ps be these solutions; they are the radii of the circles 

we choose for integration paths when x= 1. We give here some information on 

the derivatives of h at point (l,p,,ps): h;, hi and h& are equal to 0 and the other 

derivatives are 

h;‘,(l,PR,Ps)=dw, 
PR 

Sk(Ps) 
h%l,PR,Ps)=d~. 

We then choose the integration paths for x = 1 + E. These paths are once more circles 

centered at the origin and whose radii are solutions of equations hi(x, y, z)= 0 and 
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h: (x, y, z) = 0. We define y(x) = pR (1 + u) and z(x) = ps( 1 + a). Solving the approximate 

equations in E, v and u gives 

u= -gs(Ps)~+W), 

u= -gR(p&+O(E2). 

5.4.2. Approximation of the integral 
The integration paths are the circles y =y(x)e” and z=z(x)ei’. The variable x is 

real near 1 and strictly smaller than 1. Let ~(~]O,rr/2[; we choose c( =(logd)/$. 

Define d =] - c(, + a[‘. We show that the integral II on & gives the important part and 

that the integral Zz on [-- rt, + rr]’ \ 8 can be neglected. 

The evaluation of II is similar to that given in Section 5.3.2 and we do not detail it 

here. We have (h;‘lh~z-hG,2)(l,p,,ps)=d2g;p(p,)g~(ps)l(pRps), hence, 

We obtain 

~l=Jpp-&(l+0(1)). 

Using the function k,.(6), t)=&rao akblxk’y(x)kz(x)lei(kBilr), we can write the integral 

I2 as 

The main point in getting an upper bound on Z2 is, as before, to obtain a suitable 

upper bound on 1 k,(&r)J. But 

+ 1 akblxk’y(x)kz(x)‘ei(ke+lr). 
k,lB 1 

This gives 

Ik,(8,z)1~l+1~,(y(x)eie)-ll +I&(Z(X)e”)-II+ 1 akblxk’y(x)“Z(x)‘. 

k.121 

On [ -rc, +~]~\a, at least one of the two following inequalities holds for a value 

C strictly positive and independent of d, Y and s (see Lemma 5.2):4 

i~sR(y(x)eie)- 11 <(~-R(y(x))- I)(1 -cx2)? 

I&(z(x)e”)-lId(&(z(x))-l)(l-Ccr2). 

“This is the place where the conditions A,(t)# 1 + t, &(t)# 1 +t are important. 
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We deduce that there exists a strictly positive constant C’ such that, for all couples 

(0,~) of the set [-rr,+rc]‘\&, 

This shows that 1 I2 I= (e h(x,y(x),z(x))/~~) O(de-C’d”“). We deduce from it an 

approximation of $(x): 

5.4.3. Laplace transform and determination of moments 

This part of the proof is very similar to that of the proof of Theorem 3.1 and 

we do not detail all the computations; the reader should have no difficulty in check- 

ing them. 

The derivatives of k are O(d) near point (1, PR, ps) and K(X) = dw satisfies 

log(rc(x)/rc(l))=O(x- 1). We then compute dk(x)=k(l,p,,p,)-k(x,y(x),z(x)) and 

we get 

dk(x)=k:(x- l)+ 

This proves the convergence of e’“‘“$(e-f’b)/$(l) towards et”‘, for any positive fixed t, 

and with the following values for p and c (we can substitute gR 1 (A) and 6s l(B) for PR 

and pS): 

5.5. Equijoin of correlated relations: Theorem 3.10 

The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.6 and we only indicate the points 

where it differs. The main difference is in the computation of the saddle points for 

x = 1. They are defined by 

Y&(Y)Gs(Z)- 1) r+l 

1 +tiR(Y)- l)@,(Z)- 1) d ’ 

z’%(z)@R(y) - l) s+l 

1 +(A&- l)@,(z)- f)=d’ 

(17) 

(18) 

We cannot decompose this system in two equations, such that each of the equations 

has only one unknown variable. The fact that it was formerly possible to do so comes 

from the equality @( 1, y, z) = AR(y)dAS(z)d. However, the system (17), (18) still has real 

positive solutions under the usual assumptions on A and B. 
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Define pR and ps as the saddle points for x= 1. Let 

h(x,y,z)=dlog -(r+l)logy-(s+l)logz. 

The saddle points for x= 1 +E are defined by 

k~,,,E+pRk~2V+pSk~=t=O(E2), 

k:IZs+p,k~~u+p,k:‘~t=O(&2). 

We compute a solution of the type y = pR (1 + II) and z = pS( 1 + u), we get 

pRU= -a&+O(E2), 

psu= -fi&+O(E2). 

The coefficients CI and fi are functions of the derivatives of k or, equivalently, of the 

functions AR and AS, taken at point (l,pR,ps): 

B= 
k,“, hl’z - h:, k;= 

h;2h;2_k1,2 (l,pR,PS). 
YZ 

The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.6. 

This shows the convergence of the conditional probability distribution for the 

equijoin size, towards a normal distribution of asymptotic mean and variance ,U = cEpO 

and CJ’ = da;, with suitable constants ,u~ and o. for which we have (rather complic- 

ated) closed-form expressions. Once again, pR and pS can be changed to Sir(A) and 

g; l(B). The value p. is 

PSU PSI PRAMS 
~OXri.,(p,)-l~si~(p~)-l 

The constant ~0’ can be written as a function of the derivatives of function 

h(x,y>z)=dlog(l+C,,,,, @blx”‘ykz’)-(r+ l)logy-(s+ f)logz, at point (l,pR,pS): 
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